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First RN speaker highlights
2018 MAD-ID research award recipients
Tuition waiver for Basic/Advanced ASP
CE Article

MAD-ID Annual Meeting
International & Multi-disciplinary
South Africa, Singapore, Taiwan, Thailand, Canada, Qatar
Pharmacists, Physicians, Nurses, Administrators, Microbiologists

Students, Residents, Fellows awarded
$750 travel awards
MAD-ID awarded a total of $37,000 in travel grants to students, residents, and fellows. Each recipient
who applied submitted a research abstract that was presented at the poster session. Travel grants are
awarded to students, residents and fellows on a first come first serve basis once their abstract is
accepted. Plan ahead for next year and encourage your students, residents, and fellows to apply.
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KEYNOTE ADDRESS
MAD-ID 2018 got off to a great start with Dr.
Robert Bonomo as the keynote speaker. He is a
Professor of Medicine, Pharmacology, Molecular
Biology and Microbiology Chief, Medical Service,
Louis Stokes Cleveland Department of Veteran
Affairs Medical Center Vice Chair for Veteran
Affairs, Department of Medicine, University
Hospitals Cleveland Medical Center.
Dr. Bonomo shared his expertise in the field of
antimicrobial resistance with MAD-ID attendees.
He provided great insight into the challenges
antimicrobial stewardship programs face with
gram-negative resistance. Pictured here is Dr.
Rybak presenting a plaque to Dr Bonomo for his
riveting presentation.

Members of the
Alabama ID
Society at the
Annual Meeting.
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Networking opportunities at the Opening Poolside Reception

Attendees had fun taking photos during the networking opportunities during the outdoor opening
reception. MAD-ID faculty, invited speakers, and sponsors of the meeting were in attendance
meeting and greeting first time and returning attendees.
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Patient Advocate Speaker
MAD-ID has a tradition of inviting a patient or a patient advocate to share their story of how
antibiotic resistance, or an adverse reaction to antibiotics impacted them or someone near to
them. Christian Lillis gave a compelling talk about his mother who lost her life as a result of
developing C. difficile infection (CDI) after taking a course of clindamycin. He had the audience
laughing and crying as he shared fond memories of his mother followed by her experience with
CDI that led to her death. After learning about CDI, he and his brother started the Peggy Lillis
Foundation. Their goal is to help educate others about CDI and the risk one takes when taking a
course of antibiotics “just-in-case”. They have a large social media following on Twitter
@PeggyFund (see photo and tweet below). Many from the conference were tweeting about his
presentation. Check out their website to learn more about the foundation.
https://peggyfoundation.org/c-diff-101/cdiff-101/
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Melinta CEO Speaks to MAD-ID attendees

It is not usual to attend an infectious disease conference and be able to listen to a presentation from a
pharmaceutical company’s CEO and have the opportunity to ask the CEO any questions. Attendees at
MAD-ID 2018 annual meeting had this rare opportunity to interact with Dan Wechsler President & Chief
Executive Officer of Melinta Pharmaceutical Company (center). He was joined by Mike McGuire Senior
Vice President of Commercial and board members of MAD-ID in an interactive discussion. He addressed
questions many of which were “questions you want to ask but were afraid to ask”.
Attendees asked him to address the following: Why are new antibiotics so expensive? When will
pharmaceutical companies eliminate sales forces that promote antibiotics in conflict with antibiotic
stewardship guidelines? Will Melinta continue to invest in R&D of antibiotics?
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MAD-ID collaborates with nurses in ASP
Eileen Carter, PhD, RN, Assistant Professor in the School of Nursing at Columbia University
presented a lecture on the Role of Nurses in ASP. She gave practical advice on how nurses can
contribute to ASP. She also discussed her current research study titled, “Exploring the Nurse’s
Role in Antimicrobial Stewardship: a Multisite Qualitative Study.” She received a $40,000 award
for a 15-month project period (January 1, 2017 to March 30, 2018.)
She is the 2017-2018 recipient of The Association for Professionals in Infection Control and
Epidemiology (APIC) Heroes Implementation Research Scholar Award program.

International Speaker
Anjeliki Messina BPharm, MPharm from Johannesburg, South Africa led one of the interactive
workshops on Wednesday titled “Implementing and Sustaining an ASP Across a Health
System”. Attendees asked many questions as she shared her expertise on how pharmacists
spread antibiotic stewardship across 47 South African hospitals, despite a paper chart system,
no infectious diseases trained pharmacists, only 20 infectious diseases trained physicians in the
entire country and private practice physicians in each of the 47 hospitals.
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2018 Research Award Recipients
For the last three years, MAD-ID has funded two or three research studies designed to advance
the practice of and/or demonstrate the value of antimicrobial stewardship. Proposals have
included a variety of experimental, observational or quasi-experimental designs. Successful
proposals represent innovative applications that advance the science and practice of
antimicrobial stewardship. Awarded grants are in the amount of $30,000 each.
Congratulations to co-principal investigators Jerod Nagel PharmD. (University of Michigan
Health System) and Lucas Schulz, PharmD (University of Wisconsin Hospital and Clinics) and
to Paula Politis, PharmD (Summa Health System) who are the 2018 recipients of the MAD-ID
Stewardship Research Awards. Their studies, “A Multi-center Evaluation of Outpatient Antibiotic
Prescribing for Urinary Tract Infections” and “Impact of Antimicrobial Stewardship on Antibiotic
Use for Suspected Urinary Tract Infections in a Community Dwelling, Homebound Population”
will commence this summer.

ASP Basic or Advanced Registration Waivers
Remember to check the MAD-ID website (www.MAD-ID.org) for registration waivers for either the
basic or advanced ASP training for MAD-ID members who practice in a healthcare setting. These
are awarded on a first come -first served basis and available depending on current funding. These
waivers are currently provided via the generous support from the rapid diagnostic companies
Opgen and Cepheid. Both have been long time supporters of MAD-ID.
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MAD-ID NEWSLETTER CONTINUING EDUCATION ARTICLE
The self-assessment quiz which can be found at the end of this article can be completed for 1 CEU of
Continuing Pharmacy Education credit. The quiz may be completed online at (http://madidtraining.org/newsletter/) at no cost for MAD-ID members. Non-members should print and mail the
completed quiz, along with a $15.00 check made payable to MAD-ID to: MAD-ID, 537 Calico Retreat, Mt.
Pleasant, SC 29464-2765. Your CE credit will be reported on CPE monitor within 4 weeks of receipt.
ACPE UAN# 0485-000-18-20-H01-P
Knowledge-based activity. Target audience: pharmacists and other healthcare providers (expires 6/30/19)
MAD-ID is accredited by the Accreditation Council for Pharmacy Education as the provider of
continuing pharmacy education.

Post-Influenza Bacterial Pneumonia: A Mini Review
Rachael Gordon, MPH and Trang D. Trinh, PharmD, MPH

Disclosures: The authors have no conflicts of interest to disclose related to this learning activity.
Learning Objectives:
At the end of this activity, learners will be able to:
1. To list the two most common organisms in post-influenza bacterial pneumonia.
2. To identify three risk factors associated with influenza-related complications.
3. To describe the beneficial effects of protein synthesis inhibitor antibiotics.
4. To identify the three most common pathogenesis hypotheses.
5. To list appropriate neuraminidase inhibitor dosages for influenza treatment.
I.

Background
Pneumonia and influenza (P&I) remain the leading causes of infection-related mortality in the United

States (U.S.).1 The 2017-18 influenza season was particularly alarming because of widespread and record-breaking
hospitalization rates that surpassed prior seasons. Data obtained from the Influenza Hospitalization Network
(FluSurv-NET) reported a cumulative overall rate of 106.6 laboratory-confirmed influenza-associated
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hospitalizations per 100,000 people. At the peak of the season, P&I accounted for nearly 11% of all deaths including
176 pediatric deaths.2 The 2017-18 influenza season ranks as the highest in severity for all age groups.3 However,
the surveillance network is currently present in select counties in 13 states and these cases represent merely 9% of
the total U.S. population.2 Therefore, these numbers likely underestimate true influenza incidence and do not capture
the overall burden.
Influenza clinical presentation often involves mild symptoms such as fevers, headaches, sore throats, and
muscle aches.4 Other influenza-related complications include exacerbations of pre-existing pulmonary (e.g., asthma,
chronic obstructive pulmonary disease) and cardiovascular diseases. Of increasing importance is the role of
secondary bacterial pneumonias, which require prompt recognition to prevent respiratory failure and death. Owing
to its annual winter recurrence, high transmissibility between people, and associated morbidity and mortality
(M&M), influenza represent a targeted population for antimicrobial stewardship programs (ASP) because of its
substantial public health implications. Specifically, secondary bacterial pneumonias contribute to influenza M&M,
account for the predominance of hospitalizations, and thus deserve focused ASP efforts.5 This review intends to
describe the epidemiology and considerations for post-influenza bacterial pneumonia management in the ASP
context.
II.

Epidemiology and microbiology
Among the three influenza-associated pneumonia types, primary influenza pneumonias during non-

pandemic years are actually rare because the virus usually involves the upper respiratory tract. However, when they
occur primary influenza pneumonias are associated with high mortality rates between 10-20%.6 Clinical
deterioration (e.g., hemorrhagic pneumonitis) occurs rapidly within 24 hours and portends poor outcomes.
Conversely, combined viral-bacterial pneumonia is three times more common and carries a mortality rate of 10%.6
This type is harder to discern from primary influenza and warrants bacterial pathogens isolated from respiratory
cultures.
Secondary bacterial pneumonias are suspected when patients develop signs and symptoms of respiratory
infection following clinical improvement from the initial influenza episode. Patients are most susceptible to develop
bacterial pneumonias between 4 and 14 days following influenza symptom onset.7 Overall burden is extrapolated
from neuraminidase inhibitor (NAI) clinical trial data. Estimates from the placebo groups suggest very low rates
ranging from 0.5% in otherwise healthy young adults to 2.5% in adults and elderly patients with comorbid
conditions.8-10 Mortality rates range between 7-30%, with S. aureus causing more severe disease and worse
outcomes.5
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Previously implicated as the sole etiology responsible for the nearly 50 million deaths worldwide,
postmortem microbiology data from the 1918-19 influenza A H1N1 pandemic indicate that S. pneumoniae
respiratory infections were responsible for more than 50% of those deaths.11 Similarly, the 1957-58 influenza
pandemic studies also reported that 70-80% of patients with complications or died had bacterial pneumonia. This
pattern shifted with the 2009 H1N1 pandemic wherein only 29% of U.S. postmortem pulmonary specimens were
positive for bacteria.12 This was also observed in other countries; Australia and New Zealand reported 20% rates
among 700 patients admitted to intensive care units.13 Despite the change from bacterial to primarily viral etiologies,
the contemporary H1N1 strain may revert back to the pandemic strains encountered in previous decades.
Microbiology information depends on the origin of the surveillance data. During the 2003-04 influenza
season, the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention surveyed infectious diseases consultants regarding
influenza management.14 Secondary bacterial infections occurred in 1.6% and 2% of adults and children,
respectively. Among adults with bacterial infections, 48% required mechanical ventilation and 18% died. The most
commonly isolated bacteria were S. aureus and S. pneumoniae in adults and children, respectively. The majority of
S. aureus isolates were methicillin-resistant (i.e., MRSA). This reflects more recent surveillance data whereby nearly
16% of patients with MRSA pneumonia also had influenza infection during the 2006-07 influenza season.15 Of
particular importance is that 51% of those patients with MRSA pneumonia died. This underscores the importance of
prompt diagnosis among high-risk patients hospitalized with influenza, especially in areas with high MRSA
prevalence.
III.

Pathogenesis16
In secondary bacterial pneumonia the virus is no longer present but its effects on the host immune system

persist and subsequently affect the bacterial infection response. Referred as the sequential-infection hypothesis, the
virus induces a proinflammatory host response, which directly damages the respiratory tract epithelium and allows
opportunistic bacteria (colonizers or newly-acquired) to invade and cause infection.17 Murine models are frequently
used to elucidate the pathogenesis for post-influenza bacterial pneumonia, whereby mice are inoculated with
bacteria 14 to 35 days following influenza infection. This model closely resembles the influenza time course for
humans. A causative link between influenza A and subsequent S. pneumoniae pneumonia has been established in
humans.18 Thus, many investigators use this model. More recently, use of S. aureus biofilm models have also
generated interest.
Several mechanisms to explain increased susceptibility of bacterial pneumonia development post-influenza
have been proposed.16 Three predominant mechanisms include: (1) enhanced bacterial binding to respiratory
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epithelium, (2) proinflammatory state limits ability to recruit and activate leukocytes, and (3) dysfunctional immune
response to secondary bacterial infections.
Influenza viruses prefer to invade and replicate in alveolar epithelial cells (AEC), and can cause cellular
changes as early as 24 hours post-infection. Not unique to influenza, studies have found that respiratory syncytial
virus and human papillomavirus also enhance the ability of H. influenzae and S. pneumoniae to bind to AECs. After
the influenza virus infects the AECs, the host innate immunity (e.g., macrophages, neutrophils, natural killer cells)
responds by sequestering and destroying the invading virus. Collateral damage occurs during this process because as
ciliated and non-ciliated infected AECs undergo apoptosis and denude, the basement membrane becomes exposed.
Bacteria then bind to surface proteins such as fibronectin, various glycoproteins expressed by basal progenitor cells,
and even glycoproteins enzymatically modified by influenza neuraminidase. Additionally, proinflammatory
cytokine production during influenza infection subsequently upregulates platelet-activating factor receptors
(PAFRs). These receptors are used by S. pneumoniae to infect AECs. However, the role of PAFR as targeted
interventions remain unclear. Lastly, in addition to these molecular changes, diminished mucociliary clearance
following influenza infection may also contribute to secondary bacterial pneumonias.
In addition to enhanced bacterial binding, changes also occur with leukocytes. In influenza-infected mice,
early neutrophil recruitment is decreased following bacterial inoculation. Furthermore, defective neutrophils with
reduced phagocytic activity are also more common post-influenza. Conversely, co-infected influenza and S.
pneumoniae neutrophils are more likely to undergo apoptosis and are taken up by alveolar macrophages (AMs). The
combination of enhanced bacterial binding and impaired neutrophil activity, bacteria are fairly safe from neutrophilmediated attacks. Other macrophages, including AMs, engulf both influenza and bacteria. Thus, activity is robust
during the first few days of infection and then diminishes (i.e., less likely to undergo phagocytosis for bacteria).
Lastly, the third proposed mechanism involves disruptions to the innate immunity by the complex cytokine
and chemokine cascades activated by the virus. The negative effects from a sustained proinflammatory state include
direct AEC damage as well as predispose to a cytokine storm and inability to defend against secondary bacterial
infections. Conversely, evidence also support that an insufficient inflammatory response occurred after challenging
with bacteria in post-influenza murine models. Immunity complexities make this proposed mechanism an ongoing
area of research. However, the roles of anti-inflammatory cytokines interleukin-10 (IL-10) and transforming growth
factor-b are of growing interest.
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IV.

Risk factors5
Age remains an important risk factor for influenza-related M&M including pneumonia. Generally, the age

distribution exhibits a U-shaped pattern affecting the extremes (i.e., infants and elderly). Exceptions to this pattern
include the 1918-19 pandemic which affected infants, young adults, and elderly people (i.e., W-shaped pattern). The
2009 pandemic also differed from these patterns, with severe cases mainly affecting young adults.
Chronic pulmonary and cardiac diseases are also independent risk factors for influenza-related bacterial
pneumonia. Other comorbid conditions that may be associated with post-influenza bacterial pneumonia include
diabetes mellitus, kidney disease, immunosuppressive states (i.e., malignancy or rheumatologic disease), and
dementia/stroke. Pregnancy, regardless of trimester, is also an independent risk factor for influenza-related M&M.
Data from the 1957 pandemic reported the importance of bacterial pneumonias complicating influenza, especially
from S. aureus, S. pneumoniae, Klebsiella spp., and other gram-negative bacilli.
From an ASP perspective, infants, pregnant women, elderly, and those with chronic comorbid conditions
are at the highest risk for influenza-related M&M. Therefore, these groups should be offered annual influenza
vaccinations to prevent severe disease and complications, especially if hospitalized.
V.

Diagnostic options
Evidence supporting the use of biomarkers such as procalcitonin (PCT) and C-reactive protein (CRP) to

differentiate between primary influenza and concurrent/secondary bacterial pneumonia has generated much interest.
Rodriguez et al used a decision-tree analysis to determine PCT and CRP cutoffs for ruling out bacterial and
influenza coinfection among a critically ill cohort.19 The authors concluded that for PCT <0.29 ng/mL the negative
predictive value (NPV) was 94%. Thus, a low PCT value in the absence of shock may be reasonable to exclude
coinfection. They did not find a role for CRP testing in this cohort. In a more sophisticated study design, Pfister et al
used a prospective cohort of 46 critically ill patients admitted to medical ICUs during the 2009-10 season and
conducted an individual patient data meta-analysis combined with data from five other studies.20 The authors found
that a PCT cutoff of 0.5 µg/L had a sensitivity (95% confidence interval) of 80.5% (69.9 to 88.7) and NPV (95% CI)
of 73.2% (59.7 to 84.2). Sensitivity and NPV were improved in patients without hospital acquired pneumonia or
immunocompromising disorders. This study concluded that PCT may be a reasonable marker for ruling out bacterial
pneumonia, but it should not be used as a standalone to withhold antibiotics.
Incorporation of PCT testing into clinical practice requires considerable discussion to discern the most
appropriate role for these tests (i.e., coinfection versus post-influenza bacterial pneumonia). It may have a role as a
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tool to rule out secondary bacterial infections among critically ill patients with influenza (i.e., high sensitivity).
However, it should not be used as a standalone test to rule in (i.e., low specificity).21
VI.

Treatment considerations
In the absence of endorsed guidelines specific to this topic, the general approach to post-influenza bacterial

pneumonia treatment is similar to that of community-acquired pneumonia (CAP). Consider local antibiotic
susceptibility patterns for S. aureus (including methicillin-resistant isolates) and S. pneumoniae when selecting
empirical antibiotic(s). The fine balance between prompt antibacterial coverage versus unnecessary antibiotic
exposure requires close clinical monitoring of respiratory and overall status.
Neuraminidase inhibitors (NAIs) may have a role in preventing influenza-related bacterial pneumonia.
Supporting evidence comes from the clinical trials, which showed a trend toward lower rates of bacterial
complications following oseltamivir treatment.8,9 However, it is recommended that early treatment (i.e., within 48
hours of influenza onset) at 75 mg by mouth twice daily for five days will have the most beneficial effects.
Conversely, NAIs administered later between 48 and 120 hours of influenza onset have been shown to improve
survival in a secondary pneumococcal pneumonia mouse model. Among the oseltamivir-treated mice, the 32%
developed pneumonia and were successfully treated with ampicillin. Of interest is the group of mice that did not
receive oseltamivir but were treated with ampicillin. The pneumococcal pneumonia cleared while on ampicillin but
this treatment did not improve survival.22 In light of positive data in animal studies showing benefits associated with
late NAI administration, the current CAP guidelines endorse the use of NAIs in these circumstances. Currently, the
three FDA-approved NAIs are oseltamivir, zanamivir, and peramivir. Future studies may clearly delineate a role for
these antivirals in the prevention of post-influenza bacterial pneumonia.
Protein synthesis inhibitors (PSIs) are a group of antibiotics with immunomodulatory effects and
necessitate considerable discussion. Owing to the complicated pro- and anti-inflammatory states from influenza
infection and subsequent bacterial pneumonia, PSIs may have a relevant role. These antibiotics include
aminoglycosides, tetracyclines, macrolides, lincosamides, streptogramins, chloramphenicol, fusidic acid, and
rifampin. PSIs are intended to mitigate the pro-inflammatory effects from bacterial toxins, either through decreasing
production or preventing cell lysis of bacterial contents. Hence, antibiotics that target bacterial cell walls (e.g., blactams, vancomycin) and result in lysis are less favorable for this goal. In a rabbit model, administration of rifampin
versus ceftriaxone for pneumococcal meningitis reduced mortality. Cerebrospinal fluid concentrations of bacterial
toxins and host cytokines were lower in the rifampin-treated group.23
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Among the PSIs, macrolides have generated the most interest from both animal and clinical studies. In
addition to modulating excessive inflammatory processes, these antibiotics also have activity against S. pneumoniae,
common in bacterial pneumonias. Erythromycin exhibited a dose-dependent survival effect in mice inoculated with
lethal doses of influenza. Mice administered erythromycin also experienced lower interferon-g production, decreased
number of inflammatory cells recovered from pulmonary lavage, reduced serum concentrations of nitrite/nitrate
(free radical metabolites), and inhibition of the nitric oxide synthase-inducing potential in the lungs.24
Clarithromycin also demonstrated favorable effects by decreasing influenza titers and proinflammatory cytokine
release in infected human tracheal epithelial cells.25 More recently, a study by a group of Canadian investigators
found no beneficial effects from oseltamivir and azithromycin combination for the treatment of 2009 influenza A
H1N1 virus in mice.26 Of note, this was a one-time injection of azithromycin administered at 72 hours of infection
onset. Conflicting animal studies suggest a theoretical benefit of decreased viral titers but fails to support survival
benefits to recommend routine use.
Despite these positive in vitro and animal studies, conflicting evidence from an observational prospective
cohort study of adults hospitalized with the 2009 influenza A H1N1 complicated by pneumonia in Spain concluded
that macrolides (along with corticosteroids and statins) did not prevent severe disease.27 Only 31 patients were in the
macrolide treatment group and the study was underpowered to detect a difference. In the first randomized controlled
trial (RCT) of 107 Japanese patients with influenza A infection, the investigators compared the effects of oseltamivir
75 mg by mouth twice daily and azithromycin 2,000 mg extended-release by mouth once on day 3 combination
versus oseltamivir 75 mg by mouth twice daily monotherapy on inflammatory cytokine expression levels.28 They
observed no difference in the primary outcome but noted earlier resolution of fevers in combination group. This
study did not reach statistical power to detect a significant difference. One patient in the monotherapy group
developed bacterial pneumonia (1.8% rate), and this low incidence necessitates a much larger cohort. In a second
RCT that enrolled 50 Chinese patients with laboratory-confirmed influenza infection, the investigators compared
treatment with oseltamivir 75 mg by mouth twice daily and azithromycin 500 mg by mouth daily for five days,
versus oseltamivir 75 mg by mouth twice daily monotherapy.29 The primary outcome was a change in serum
cytokine/chemokine concentrations over 10 days. They found that serum concentrations of IL-6 and IL-8 were
significantly

reduced

in

the

combination

group.

Results

from

the

two

RCTs

suggest

pharmacokinetic/pharmacodynamic differences between the one-time versus daily doses of azithromycin. Additional
studies of the optimal dosing scheme are warranted. While cytokine expression levels represent a valid surrogate end
point, clinical outcomes (e.g., mortality, secondary bacterial pneumonia prevention) would also be more relevant for
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future studies. Current evidence for NAI and PSI combination therapy are conflicting but suggest the need for larger
studies.
Combination antibiotic treatment (e.g., b-lactam and macrolide) is frequently considered and also
recommended in severe CAP. The evidence for macrolide combination treatment is strongest with S. pneumoniae
pneumonia, especially with concurrent bacteremia. Since this organism is common in influenza-related bacterial
pneumonia, this may be a reasonable empirical treatment option.5 However, local antibiotic susceptibility patterns
must be taken into account. Recent surveillance of bacterial isolates from patients with influenza-like illness
reported lower macrolide susceptibility rates when compared to tetracyclines or amoxicillin-clavulanate.5 Pathogendirected treatment recommendations from the Infectious Disease Society of America guidelines should also be
employed for this patient population.
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SELF-ASSESSMENT QUESTIONS
(To be completed online (http://mad-idtraining.org/newsletter/) or, in the case of non-MAD
members, printed and mailed. You must achieve a grade of 80% of better to receive continuing
education credit.)
1. What is the most common organism in post-influenza bacterial pneumonia? (Objective #1)
a. S. mitis
b. S. pyogenes
c. S. aureus
d. K. pneumoniae
2. What are the most common risk factors for influenza-related complications? (Objective #2)
a. Age and chronic liver disease
b. Age and chronic pulmonary disease
c. Pregnancy and hepatitis C infection
d. Pregnancy and respiratory syncytial virus
3. Which of the following is a protein synthesis inhibitor antibiotic? (Objective #3)
a. Azithromycin
b. Daptomycin
c. Fosfomycin
d. Vancomycin
4. What is an appropriate oseltamivir dose for influenza treatment in an adult with normal
renal function? (Objective #5)
a. 75 mg by mouth once daily for 5 days
b. 75 mg by mouth twice daily for 5 days
c. 75 mg by mouth once daily for 10 days
d. 75 mg by mouth twice daily for 10 days
5. Which of the following is a proposed mechanism of post-influenza bacterial pneumonia
pathogenesis? (Objective #4)
a. Influenza virus recruit nearby colonizing bacteria to cause infection
b. Influenza virus provide cellular components for bacterial replication
c. Influenza virus infection cause host inflammatory response
d. Influenza virus enhance biofilm production in all bacteria
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LEARNING ACTIVITY ASSESSMENT
(Please provide your honest assessment of the value of this learning activity so that we can
continue to improve our offerings.)
Please indicate your degree of agreement or disagreement with the following statements
regarding this learning activity by indicating strong agreement (a), general agreement (b), no
opinion (c), mild disagreement (d), or strong disagreement (e):
1.

The information presented was relevant to my practice
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

2.

This program/session met the stated learning objectives
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

3.

The information was presented in an objective and balanced manner without
commercial bias
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

4.

The information presented will alter/affect my practice (usefulness)
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
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5.

The educational materials enhanced my learning
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

6.

The learning method was effective
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

7.

The learning assessment activity (self-assessment quiz) was appropriate
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

8.

The faculty/authors were of appropriate quality
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
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ABOUT MAD-ID
MAD-ID is incorporated as a non-profit entity [501(c)(3)] in the state of South Carolina. MAD-ID
provides continuing professional education in the general area of infectious diseases
pharmacotherapy and the specific area of antimicrobial stewardship. Educational initiatives and
content are determined by an ten-member Scientific Committee composed of infectious
diseases experts from clinical pharmacy, nursing and medicine and are based upon ongoing
needs assessments. The main venue for our programming is an annual meeting, which takes
place in May of each year. Other MAD-ID initiatives have included regional programs related to
specific topics and our Antimicrobial Stewardship Training Programs.
OUR MISSION. To provide education, in the form of traditional continuing professional
education, skills training, and other pertinent life-long learning methods, to health care
professionals concerning the prevention and treatment of infectious diseases in general, and
antimicrobial stewardship, in specific
MEMBERSHIP. Membership in MAD-ID is available to all healthcare providers, including
students and post-graduate trainees, interested and/or practicing in the area of infectious
diseases. For more information, visit our webpage (www.mad-id.org).
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